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Speaker Background

13years – Banking, DPFB (Meriedien Biao, Pan African Bank, 
EuroBank, Trust Bank, Delphis Bank, Bank Supervision, 
Internal Audit, Finance and National Debt Registry

2 years – Credit Risk & Enterprise-wide Risk Management

6.5 years – Enterprise-wide Risk Management, 
specialization on Non-financial Risks

MBA (Strategic Mgt), Bsc (Applied Acc.), CPA, FCCA, Dip (Risk Mgt)

Todate – HELB – Board Leadership



Who we are

Risk Management|Corporate Advisory|Supply Chain Risk|Feasibility 
Studies|Financial Modelling|

Transforming process 
through automation



The Institute of Risk 

Management Kenya (IRM-K) 

is a non – profit 
professional, education 

and research 

Institution established and 

registered in Kenya to 

answer the growing need for 

risk management education 

in Kenya and wider Sub-

Saharan (SSE) region.

Solutions

Analytics
Consulting Training

Advocacy

Membership



• We passionately believe in the importance and relevance of risk 

management

• Advocate for enterprise wide risk approach

• Understands that risk management is as much about the people 

as it is about processes

• Risk Management efforts must be linked to the needs of the 

business communities.

 Our mission is to raise latent risk management, entrepreneurial 

and managerial competency of Kenyan and regional businesses, 

communities and organizations to become increasingly 

competitive and to seamlessly integrate into regional and 

international arena. 

Our vision –

" To be a leading and professional firm in business and management 

training and consulting in Africa and Developing world”.



http://www.gsk.com/index.htm
http://www.fhok.org/index.php
http://www.ifc.org/
http://www.agakhanhospitals.org/nairobi/index.asp




Collaborations

150+ 

implementations

http://www.ftindia.com/


Why Elaborate collaborations
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Our Approach

Consulting
The Consulting and advisory services provides clients with solutions to the issues faced at every stage of the

risk management process. We look to provide value based services by using our cutting edge skill sets to

put clients on par with globally suited best practices.

Solutions
Solutions provides the backbone of implementation of the risk management goals ensuring that activities 

are process dependant rather than on a person

Analytics
Analytics forms the risk / business interpretation of the risk management vision leveraging the 

technological platform and is result oriented



Contact
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ERM DEFINED 
“… a process, effected by an entity's board of
directors, management and other personnel, applied in
strategy setting and across the enterprise, designed to
identify potential events that may affect the entity, and
manage risks to be within its risk appetite, to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of
entity objectives.”

Source:  COSO Enterprise Risk Management –
Integrated Framework.  2004. COSO.
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Market

Operations

Business

Organizational

Credit

Insurance

Enterprise Risk 
Management

1970s 1980s 1990s

(Deregulation)

Evolution of Risk

Insurance

Insurance

1970s

Insurance

Credit

Financial Risk 
Management

1980s 1990s

(Deregulation)



Linking strategy to ERM



ERM and Strategy are intertwined
Best Practice 

Model aims at 

creating a 

comprehensive 

view of the 

alignment of ERM 

and business risks  

@ strategy 

formulation and 

execution

http://blog.a1enterprise.com/2010/05/15/risk-management-software--risk-management.aspx
http://www.derwinlgray.com/2012/05/


E.g.



Risk & Capability: a core relationship

Risk
Operational 

Capability

High

High
Low

Low
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These relationships are strong to 

achieve operational efficiency



Enablers to ERM - Best Practice Model  Mckinsey 2010

Alignment
Risk strategy, organizational culture, 
and business strategy 5
Avail resources and ensuring the existing risk 
culture gaps  are addressed and understood 
clearly by all individuals. 

Risk Management
Resources 4

Look @ risk and 
Business processes 

How can management take advantage of 
embedding risk context on various 
operational processes in the most optimal way 3

Define risk 
appetite & strategy 

Reputational risk avoidance, insolvency/ 
Bankruptcy due to errors of evaluation then
Tinker to align with the market conditions. 2

Risk
Transparency

Identify all risks, Understood by all 
employees @ BU, define relationship
with strategy, Lessons learnt, customized
Individual risk reports 1



Global Financial 
crisis 



Performance Shortcomings of immense proportion

The Great meltdown – 2008 Financial crisis

file:///C:/Users/cmringera/Videos/Credit Crisis.wmv
file:///C:/Users/cmringera/Videos/Credit Crisis.wmv
Credit Crisis.wmv


Lessons from the Global Financial Crisis

Who will save the world against the global financial system?

Wake up Mr. Regulator

“Too Big to fail”

“… The general consensus is that
the failure to understand the true
nature of enterprise-wide risk
exposures was one of the core
reasons behind collective downfall
of organizations.

Regulations

Regulations

Regulations

Change 

of Investor 

Behavior –

RISK

Reduction

In margin 

Of error

Managing

Risk profile

Now a must

4

survival

Decision

Making now 

Purely based

On associated

risk

http://rd.vru.ac.th/
http://www.apra.gov.au/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:US-FederalReserveSystem-Seal.svg


Balancing Risk and Rewards

http://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/risk-management
http://www.logisticapanama.com/es-momento-de-introducir-risk-management-a-sus-estrategias-de-supply-chain-en-panama/


Today’s Corporates pressure points

Corporate

Competition

Employees

Legal

Community

Innovation

Consumers

Media

Shareholders

“We remain prepared to lose $6 billion in a single event, if we have been paid 
appropriately for assuming that risk. We are not willing, though, to take on even 
very small exposures at prices that don’t reflect our evaluation of loss 
probabilities…..Warren Buffer

Need to 
understand 
risk return

Accuracy in 
risk 

definition

Timeliness 
on risk 

response

Understood 
risk appetite –

reflective of 
mkt dynamism

Risk nightmares
Systemic

Risk

Fraud

Risk

Legal 

Risk

Technology 

Risk

Reputational

Risk

Human 

Capital

Risk
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Common Tendency for most Boards is to avoid risk

• Visionary Boards 

however know “there 

can be no rewards 

without risk”

These Boards are able to distinguish, successfully, 

between risks that need to be mitigated and 

risks that can be capitalized on or 

optimized. They know which RISKS to focus on 

for maximum and effect. What gives them this 

advantage is, to a large extent, the quality of  

risk intelligence/information that 

they receive.



• Essential to Institutions

• Risk Appetite is now prominent in 

the Board

• Institutions must now consistently 

speak of their largest risks, & 

present facts that facilitate 

dialogue on risk.

• Boards must now understand 

deeply their organization risk 

profiles – this improves decision 

making and maintains firm 

competitive edge.

Home - Risk Intelligence.wmv


THE ROLE OF THE 

BOARD IN ERM

Role of  the 

Board

file:///C:/Users/cmringera/Desktop/Risk Management/Operational Risk/Focus of OpRisk.avi
0101061088.mp4


Building a Risk 

Intelligence 

Programme 

“… Even though the need for risk intelligence in strategic
decision making is critical, the actual practice of providing
relevant, timely and forward looking risk information requires
meticulous planning and seamless execution of an integrated
enterprise-wide risk management program”



To develop a risk program that is efficient and 

effective in providing information to the board –

consider the following steps

Develop a strong risk awareness program to 
supplement the risk management process.
This will build a culture within the org. 

Awareness 4
Automation

Automate the risk mgt information process to
Ensure that all risk efforts are conducted in a timely 
Manner and with sufficient rigor – COST Reduction 3

Silos

Break down silos to create an integrated risk 
Information repository. This would aid in sharing of 
Information across the org, risk aggregation and ensure
Inclusivity in risk information across the org. 2

Risk
Taxonomy

Define a single risk taxonomy across the organization,
Such that everyone understands and reports risk in a
Common language. This would help board level 
Comparative analysis across, products, processes, 
Businesslines and organizational elements.

1



Framework Structure

Scenario 
Analysis

Key Risk

Indicators
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• Go short of nothing but 

International best practice -

• It must be a consultative document

• Win the mind and souls of people

• Senior Mgt must approve it and 

adopt the implementation road map

• Internal Audit must give 

concurrence about resiliency of the 

framework

• BOD must approve

31000BS 31100:2008



Your Risk Universe
A company focused on ERM constantly assesses risk factors to ensure 
they reflect business realities – both quantifiable or non-quantifiable 

risks or Financial & Non-financial risks 
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Ability to 
generate/obt
ain sufficient 

cash in a 
timely 

manner to 
meet 

demands as 
they arise

Market

Mkt factor 
sensitivity

Volume Risk

Mkt Liquidity

Investment 
Performanc

e

Systemic

Inflation 
Risk

FX Risk

Global 
financial 

crisis

Operational

People

Process

System

Financial 
Reporting

External

Environmental

Law Changes

Non-
Compliance

Environmen
tal Impact

Environment
al Positioning

Business & 
Strategic

Reputational

Competition

Demand 
Changes

Industry 
Changes Unethical 

behavior

Crisis 
Manageme

nt

Association 
RiskPolitical Risk

Potential loss 
arising from 

adverse 
movements in 

external 
market  

valuables

Risk of failure od 
market 

intermediaries

Risk of loss from 
inadequate or 
failed internal 

processes, 
people, financial 

reporting, 
systems or 

external events

Risk of loss and 
associated harm 

due to the 
company’s 

interaction with 
the environment

Risk of unsuccessful 
performance due to 

potential threats, 
actions or events 

adversely affecting 
the organization’s 
ability to achieve 

objectives

Potential 
negative publicity 

regarding 
business practice, 

regardless of 
validity



Why Risk Universe Description is Key

Risk Taxonomy

Clarity

Consistency

Focus

Relevancy

Resonates with 
Corporate strategy

Training

Culture

Automation



Understand/
Appreciate

ERM

Develop 
Risk 

Strategy

Formulate
Implementation 

plan

Create 
Budget

D
e
v
e
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pBOD

Executive Mgt

Tactical
Mgt

Operational
Level

Audit

Develop
An ERM 

Framework

Create 
Governance 

Structure

Spread the 
Gospel –

Culture
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n

t

Risk –

Reward
all operations

Assurance

Q
A

Implementation Building Blocks

Implement
Risk Mgt 
process

Risk 
Ownership



Are we succeeding? – Measuring success

1.1 

Creating awareness 

& set tone on 

Importance of  Risk 

Management

2.2 

Risk Governance 

& policy design 

2.1 

Risk Identification 

& Risk Maps

3.2

Key Risk 

Indicators (KRIs)

3.1 

Self  Assessment 

Tools - CRSAs

4.3 

Internal Model to 

Quantify Risk & 

Capital number

4.2 Consideration

Consideration of  

External Data

4.1 Capture
Capture Internal 

Risk Data

5.4 

Reporting to 

Management and 

Stakeholders

5.3 

Management 

Controls & 

Corrective Actions

5.2 

Risk Return 

Metric

5.1 

Integrate with 

existing systems

1. Culture
2. Risk 

Identification
3. Qualitative 

Management

4. Quantitative 

Measurement
5. Integrated 

Management



Formal risk 

management 

processes   



Identification

Assessment

MonitoringReporting

Control / 
Mitigation

KRI RCSA

LDM
Capital 

Calculation

Risk Event 

Description

Inherent 

Impact

Inherent 

Likelihood

Description of 

Standard 

Controls

Control 

Rating

Residual 

Impact

Residual 

Likelihood

Action 

plan

Responsi

ble

Person

Due 

Date

../../Videos/0101061081.zip


Deepen Capital Markets
•Profitability

•Growth 

•Shareholder 

Value

Effective Capital Mkts regulation

•Stability

•Safety

•Strong

Integration with EA CMAs

Employees - Learning and Growth

•New Skills

•Continuous 

Improvement

•Intellectual 

Assets

“If we succeed, 
how will we look 
to our 
shareholders?”

“To achieve our 
vision, how should 
the market look 
like?”

“To satisfy Govt. 
Integration agenda?”

“To excel in our 
processes, what 
must our 
organization learn 
and posses?”

•MOUs

•Single mkt

•Cost

•Controls

Objective Setting

Set goals that align with the institution’s 

mission and its risk appetite.  
Begin with strategy. A good time to review strategic 

initiatives is during the planning and budgeting process. 

Consider the organizational 

structure. Buy in is critical at 

all levels. 

Employees at all 

administrative levels of 

the institution also 

need to understand 

how they fit into the 

strategy. 

“Ask What are the most urgent risk 

objectives?” - strategic, compliance, 

financial, and operational. = 

Reputational



Risks Identification Process - Risk in Strategy

Start with 
Identifying 
Corporate 
Objectives Focus is on the corporate  goals and objectives. 

Ask Executives – What are we trying to achieve as 
opposed to – What keeps us awake at night

Strategy-
based 

approach 

Helps focus on 
all the risks Black swans 

are covered
Analyze capacity of 
firm to meet goals

Risk mitigation is 
Balanced, focused 

& cost-effective



Risk Identification

Identify activities that 

may impact its ability to 

achieve objectives
Distinguish risks from 

opportunities

Egypt/Tunisia/Bahr

ain/Libya

http://pictures.reuters.com/c/C.aspx?VP=Mod_ViewBoxInsertion.ViewBoxInsertion_VPage&R=2C0BF1ZVMXKL&RP=Mod_ViewBox.ViewBoxThumb_VPage&CT=Album&SP=Album


Risk Assessment
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4

3

2

1

Risk Assessments
Inherent risk would be  identified on the basis of the likelihood and 
impact of risk event – No Controls considered

The control effectiveness would be assessed in terms of design 
effectiveness and operating effectiveness

Residual risk would be  identified on the basis of the likelihood 
and impact of risk event after considering overall  control effectiveness



Controls Evaluation
Risk Event 

Description

Inherent 

Impact

Inherent 

Likelihood

Description of 

Standard Controls
Control Rating

Residual 

Impact

Residual 

Likelihood

Checker

Each Control or a set of controls effectiveness is /are rated on a four point scale of 

Efficient – The internal control system is efficient and adequate

Acceptable - A few corrections should make the internal control system satisfactory

To Improve  - The internal control system has to be enhanced and the process monitored more closely

Poor - The internal control system of the process has to be reorganized immediately

Maker



Organizational Risk Heatmap - Profile
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Human Capital 

Risk

IT Risk
Systemic

Risk

Management 

Risk

Legal Risk 
Operational

Risk

Political risk

Reputational

Environmental

Probability 



Adopting the various blocks

Corporate Governance

Strategic Objectives

Corporate Policy

Risk Appetite

Risk Mgt Framework

Policy & Methodology

Policy & Methodology

Business Execution

C
o

m
p

lian
ce

In
te

rn
al A

u
d

it

Your Corporate Governance structure sets the scene for all risk activities 

resulting into the organizational risk profile



Spend time to think what the Risk profile means

Desired

Risk 

Profile

Perceived

Risk 

Profile

Actual

Risk 

Profile



Impact of Risk profile
Risk Universe

Liquidity

Market

Credit

Operational

Environmental

Business & Strategic

Reputational

What are the 
priorities

Which Risk 
impact more on 

my P&L

Do I have the 
right 

infrastructure



Risk Response

The 4 T Response 

plan

Tolerate
Treat

Transfer
Terminate

Action plan
Responsible

Person

Due 

Date

http://www.google.co.ke/imgres?imgurl=http://tracktable.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/men-at-work.gif&imgrefurl=http://tracktable.wordpress.com/category/uncategorized/&h=265&w=300&sz=8&tbnid=VzvzE9DK0ZakdM:&tbnh=102&tbnw=116&prev=/images?q=photo+of+men+at+work&zoom=1&q=photo+of+men+at+work&hl=en&usg=__XoX8eZzTTJ0LlF-npa18u49iEQM=&sa=X&ei=o5JiTayuC4ep8APRo73xCA&ved=0CBYQ9QEwAg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_9I96Kbqixmo/SRpjY3dQayI/AAAAAAAAAjE/aQlIOBl0_S4/s400/men_at_work.jpg


Identification

Assessment

MonitoringReporting

Control / 
Mitigation

KRI RCSA

LDM
Capital 

Calculation

Limits

Tracking

Risk Monitoring

http://www.google.co.ke/imgres?imgurl=http://www.littlestomaks.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2008/10/traffic-lights1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.littlestomaks.com/2008/10/traffic-lights-and-food-labeling-is-this-a-joke-not-really%25E2%2580%25A6/&h=437&w=380&sz=18&tbnid=IWw_ErbeXPj1WM:&tbnh=126&tbnw=110&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dpicture%2Bof%2Btraffic%2Blights&zoom=1&q=picture+of+traffic+lights&hl=en&usg=__rdaPQ3PZ16tMgVHnkUILIWXzMVQ=&sa=X&ei=YkVQTefFIZKU4QbujfyoCQ&ved=0CB4Q9QEwBQ
0101061079.mp4


Deepen Capital Markets
•Profitability

•Growth 

•Shareholder 

Value

Effective Capital Mkts regulation

•Stability

•Safety

•Strong

Integration with EA CMAs

Employees - Learning and Growth

•New Skills

•Continuous 

Improvement

•Intellectual 

Assets

“If we succeed, 
how will we look 
to our 
shareholders?”

“To achieve our 
vision, how should 
the market look 
like?”

“To satisfy Govt. 
Integration agenda?”

“To excel in our 
processes, what 
must our 
organization learn 
and posses?”

•MOUs

•Single mkt

•Cost

•Cross listings

Objective Setting



Strategic Thrust

51

The Market Stability

Deepening 
Financial 
Markets”

The Productivity Strategy

“Improve 
operating 
performance”

Growth

Shareholder 

value

Profitability

Safety
Stability

Increase

Employee 

Productivity

Access to 

Strategic 

Informatio

n

Develop 

Strategic 

Skills

Align 

Personal 

Goals

Deepen Capital 
Markets

Effective Capital 
Mkts regulation

Integration with 
EA CMAs

Learning 
Perspective

Cross 

Listings

Shift to 

Appropria

te Channel

Provide 

Rapid 

Response

Develop 

New 

Products

Minimize 

Problems
MOUs 

signed



Bring KRIs
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The Market Stability

“Deepening 
Financial 
Markets”

The Productivity Strategy

“Improve 
operating 
efficiency”

Growth

Shareholder 

value

Profitability

Safety
Stability

Increase

Employee 

Productivity

Access to 

Strategic 

Informatio

n

Develop 

Strategic 

Skills

Align 

Personal 

Goals

Deepen Capital 
Markets

Effective Capital 
Mkts regulation

Integration with 
EA CMAs

Learning 
Perspective

Cross 

Listings

Shift to 

Appropria

te Channel

Provide 

Rapid 

Response

Develop 

New 

Products

Minimize 

Problems
MOUs 

signed

P&L

Revenue 

Streams

# of mkt

players

Capital

Levels
Failed

Players

# of 

MOUs

Staff

Turnover

Talent

Dev

Produc-

tivity

# of

Cross

Listings



Gaining KRI – Risk Monitoring
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Computer Breakdowns

Electronic Security Breaches



Sample selected KRI



Gaining Risk Reporting





http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://tomspears.com/&ei=V0H2VNLyLMvmUuiPgyA&bvm=bv.87269000,d.d24&psig=AFQjCNGXxUKRCCGfqUFgjBM3D1_FS9Km_w&ust=1425511144934005


• Prioritizing Risk…budgets!

• Relevance to biz.

• Talk business language

• Risk as part of strategic 
planning

Corporate Acceptance



Linking - Risk, internal controls & 
enterprise value



Communication Barriers 

•Turf battles; 

•Developing a risk 

communications process 

and taxonomy; 

•Making risk management 

relevant and meaningful for 

the business



Integration -Risk Language & Culture

Develop a Common Risk and Control 

Language: 

•Take an inventory of all current 

risk practices and taxonomies. 

•Determine which ones best meet 

our business needs. 

•Align remaining practices and 

taxonomies with the ones we 

determined are best. 



Roles & 

Responsibilities



Who does what?

Board

Senior 
Management

Risk Management

Business Units

Internal Audit

Oversight

Ownership & 

Management

Assurance

Co-ordination

Action



The Holy Trinity

Risk 

Management

Businessline Internal

Audit

BOD/

Regulators

file:///C:/Users/cmringera/Videos/RiskManagementStructure/0101061089.mp4
file:///C:/Users/cmringera/Videos/RiskManagementStructure/0101061089.mp4


The 3 Lines of Defence
“Fit for purpose”

W
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?
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d
 

W
h

y
?

1st Line of Defence

Manages & owns risks
Executes Risk methodologies

Business function

Effective Assurance

2nd Line of Defence

Senior Risk Committee (s)

Drives consistent 

Deployment of EMRF 

Group wide

Ensures right governance

Check self assurance is 

working as designed

3rd Line of Defence

Internal Audit

Asks whether the risks

identified are the right

risks;  & are the right 

controls chosen 

Reviews overall

control

appropriateness and

effectiveness



Best practice Governance Arch

SBUs Risk Meetings1.

Dependent BUs Risk 

meetings
2.

Specialized Snr Mgt Comm
3.

EXCO4.

Board 

Risk 

Comm

5.

Ja
n

Fe
b

M
ar

A
p

r

M
ay

Ju
n

Ju
l

Mrs XXX √ X A √ √ A √

Mr YYY √ L √ X A √ √

M/s WWW √ √ √ A A X √

ALCO ORCO Mkt Stability



What do you discuss at the Risk Meetings

IM
P
A

C
T

Critical 2 6

High 8 2

Moderate 8 1

Low 2 1

Minor 2

Re

mo

te

Not 

Likely
Likely

Highly 

Likely 

Expect

ed

LIKELIHOOD

2

file:///E:/Anthem/National_Anthems_-_Kenya.mid


Evaluate

Organizational

Risk

Capacity

Be apprised

On significant

Risks & enquire

Mgt response

Specialized 

BOD Sub-comm.

to manage 

risk

Culture
Tone @

The top

Risk &

Strategy

converged

Risk policies

& Frameworks

Risk 

Assessments

Are being 

done

Challenge 

Management

On ERM

BCP

Stress

Testing 

results

Internal 

Control

Environment

Risk 

philosophy

& Appetite

Consider

Current Risk

Profile vs

Appetite

Review 

Direction 

Of KRIs

Risk Appetite

Compared to

Current 

Macros

Board’s Oversight Role - ERM



Chase Cooper Introduction 2012.ppt


In a competitive, fast-moving business or industry, the 

organizations that make the best use of Operational 

Intelligence will be the market leaders. a competitive, fast-

moving business or industry, the organizations that make the 

best use of Operational Intelligence will be the market leaders.



Dynamic, real 

time 

Operational 

Intelligence 

about a 

company’s 

exposure to 

risk is an 

essential tool 

for leaders of  

large 

organizations



New Concept in Risk Management
GRC is the umbrella term covering an organization’s 

integrated approach to governance, risk and compliance. 

GRC typically encompasses activities such as governance, 

enterprise risk management (ERM), internal controls, 

regulatory compliance and internal audit.

GRC technology helps improve financial performance by 

embedding cost-effective consistent and sustainable risk 

management practices into daily business activities, while 

improving management’s ability to make decisions. 

GRC activities are increasingly being integrated and 

embedded into organizational structures, processes, systems 

and data structures in order to avoid redundancies, as well 

as identifying and closing gaps

GRC acts as “assurance as a whole” for the entire 

organization.



Value 

creation

Performance
Performance

risk 

management

Future focus

► Centralized and enterprise-wide risk assessment 

management

► Top-down and bottom-up risk integration

► Consistent and real-time reporting 

► Centralized and consolidated heat map

► Consolidated end-to-end risk management processes 

► Ability to manage risks at multiple organizational levels 

► Automated and integrated risk activities across business 

functions

Value 

protection

Risk insight and 

performance 

improvement

Risk identification 

and reporting

Historical focus

► Fragmented, manual  and ad-hoc

► Inability to produce a consolidated heat map

► High instances of segregation of duties violations

► Inconsistent and fragmented approach to capture and assess risks across the 

organization

Expanded focus

Historical focus

Integrate governance, risk and 

compliance to create an 

end-to-end, enterprise-wide

risk performance improvement

Technology-enabled GRC transformation

Compliance



What’s happening in the Marketplace?

Segregation of Duties continues to be a top contributor in fraud activities

“A lack of internal controls, such as segregation of duties, was cited as the biggest 

deficiency”
Control Weaknesses That Contributed to Fraud -

Report to the Nations on Occupational Fraud and Abuse, 2010, ACFE

What are the Challenges?

Fragmented approach 

to managing access risk
Lack of business 

and IT collaboration

Excessive time 

and cost of audits

Inability to proactively 

prevent access risk

Caution: 

Access 

Risks

Ahead

Access 

Risks

Ahead



Risk Appetite Matrices (RAMs)
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Risk Window
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View Risk Controls
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Control History
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Risk Query Tool



8080

Risk Query Tool Heat Map
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Applying Mitigating Actions
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Risk Events (Basic Flow)
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Risk Events (Aggregation)



KRI Dashboard
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KRI Dashboard Charts



Top risks and their KRIs
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Reports (Parameter selection)
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Example of Multi Chart Reporting



Example of Dashboard Reporting
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Workflow Diary



Perform 

Better

Protect 

Better
Manage

Better

Manage 

Better

Protect

better

Perform

Better

► Risk culture is sponsored from 
the top and cascaded throughout the 
organization

► Comprehensive risk assessment 
performed to identify all risks –
responsibility for risk coverage is 
clearly defined

► Gaps in risk coverage are identified

► Common risk management 
technology platform aligns all risk 
functions

► Risk reporting is provided to 
stakeholders to support decisions and 
enable performance

► Risk overlaps and redundancies 
are rationalized or eliminated

► Risk coverage focused on high 
priority risks versus low 
risk areas

► Technology and knowledge 
management is leveraged to 
improve productivity

► Proficient resources minimize 
the time required to assess, 
test and report risks

► Risk functions provides confidence 
to take risk as opposed to avoid risk

► Risk provides process improvement 
suggestions to improve security, 
privacy, availability

► Risk function provides identification 
of risks and assists 
in determining boundaries 

► Risk function contributes to 
oversight and ongoing assessment 
of the most strategic initiatives 
(e.g., new systems, acquisition 
integration, etc.)

Perform 

Better

Manage 

Better
Protect

Better

Technology can improve ERM: -

Draw Gaps in 
your programme



Yes we CanAre u sure?
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